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Abstract—We develop a comprehensive framework to charac-
terize and optimize the performance of a unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV)-assisted D2D network, where D2D transmissions underlay
cellular transmissions. Different from conventional non-line-of-
sight (NLoS) terrestrial transmissions, aerial transmissions are
highly likely to experience line-of-sight (LoS). As such, character-
izing the performance of mixed aerial-terrestrial networks with
accurate fading models is critical to precise network performance
characterization and resource optimization. We first characterize
closed-form expressions for a variety of performance metrics such
as frame decoding error probability (referred to as reliability),
outage probability, and ergodic capacity of users. The terrestrial
and aerial transmissions may experience either LoS Rician fading
or NLoS Nakagami-m fading with a certain probability. Based on
the derived expressions, we formulate a hierarchical bi-objective
mixed-integer-nonlinear-programming (MINLP) problem to min-
imize the total transmit power of all users and maximize the
aggregate throughput of D2D users subject to quality-of-service
(QoS) measures (i.e., reliability and ergodic capacity) of cellular
users. We model the proposed problem as a bi-partite one-to-
many matching game. To solve this problem, we first obtain the
optimal closed-form power allocations for each D2D and cellular
user on any possible subchannel, and then incorporate them
to devise efficient subchannel and power allocation algorithms.
Complexity analysis of the proposed algorithms is presented.
Numerical results verify the accuracy of our derived expressions
and reveal the significance of aerial relays compared to ground
relays in increasing the throughput of D2D pairs especially for
distant D2D pairs.
Index Terms—Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), device-to-device
(D2D), reliability, Rician, Nakagami-m, outage, subchannel and
power allocation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Device-to-device (D2D) transmissions offer ubiquitous and
ultra-reliable connectivity to diverse device types in 5G and
beyond 5G (B5G) networks [1]. Among the two distinguished
modes of D2D transmissions (i.e., overlay and underlay), the
underlay mode where D2D transmissions coexist with the
legacy cellular transmissions is relatively appealing to network
operators due to its efficient spectrum utilization [2]. Typ-
ically, D2D communication facilitates direct communication
between physically nearby devices, without the intervention of
a base station (BS). To enable D2D communications, 3GPP
introduced LTE-Direct protocol (also known as Proximity-
based Services (ProSe)) in Release-12 [3]. Nevertheless, the
applicability of ProSe remains limited in scenarios when the
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devices are outside the network coverage, far from each other,
experience poor channel conditions, or create severe interfer-
ence to cellular users. To address this limitation, relay-assisted
D2D functionality has been introduced in 3GPP Release-13
[4]. Subsequently, a large body of the literature considered
terrestrial relays with non-line-of-sight (NLoS) transmissions
to instigate D2D communications [5], [6].
Along another note, unmanned-aerial-vehicles (UAV) based
communication has emerged as a potential technology to com-
plement terrestrial networks and will be an integral component
of B5G wireless networks [7]–[11]. For example, in [9], the
authors have proposed robust beam management and network
self-healing mechanisms for millimeter wave (mm-wave) UAV
mesh networks. In [10], a mm-wave distributed phased-arrays
architecture and proof-of-concept (PoC) designs for mobile
user equipment and UAVs were proposed. Also, in [11], the
authors have studied the behaviour of mmWave air-to-ground
channels by using two ray propagation model and employing
ray tracing simulations for 28GHz and 60GHz frequencies.
Different from the terrestrial infrastructure experiencing
mostly NLoS transmissions, UAVs can be deployed flexibly
in three dimensions and can offer strong line-of-sight (LoS)
connectivity. Nevertheless, in emerging 5G/B5G mixed aerial
and terrestrial networks, we encounter statistically distinct
LoS or NLoS fading channels and it is crucial to under-
stand their impact on the network performance metrics and
resource allocation schemes. To this end, this paper answers
the fundamental questions such as (i) how to characterize
key performance metrics such as outage probability, ergodic
capacity, and decoding error probability of users in a UAV-
assisted D2D underlay network while accurately modeling
mixed LoS/NLoS fading channels, (ii) how to use the de-
rived expressions to efficiently manage network resources, and
(iii) in which scenarios UAV-assisted D2D communications
can be beneficial.
The impact of fading channel statistics on performance
metrics can be computed by averaging over the entire dis-
tributions of the fading random variables. This can be done
in two ways, i.e., (i) by computing the optimal solutions
and resource allocations per fading channel realization. Then,
solving the instantaneous optimization (resource allocation)
problem for a large number of channel realizations and av-
eraging over all channel realizations to compute the optimal
solutions and performance metrics, or (ii) characterizing the
statistically averaged performance metrics and then using them
to formulate and solve the required optimization (resource
allocation) problems. The latter approach enables us (1) to
capture the impact of the random fading channel statistics on
important performance metrics without solving the resource
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2allocation problem for each channel realization and does not
require averaging over all possible fading channel conditions,
and (2) perfect knowledge of rapidly varying channel state
information (CSI) is not needed.
A. Background Work
To date, a plethora of research works considered instanta-
neous optimization of the subchannel and power allocations of
D2D users assuming either no fading [12]–[14] or Rayleigh
fading [15], [16]. In [12], a successive convex optimization
based resource allocation scheme was proposed to enhance the
performance of D2D transmissions via UAV relays. In [13], the
authors studied relay-assisted D2D communications in mm-
wave networks with full-duplex relays that are equipped with
directional antennas and obtained a Pareto-optimal scheduling
solution. In [14], the authors characterized the feasible region
of interference in a D2D underlaid multi-cell cellular network
and then devised efficient and reliable resource management
schemes for network users. In [15], a two-sided resource
allocation matching game is devised for decoupled uplink-
downlink multi-tier full-duplex networks under Rayleigh fad-
ing. In [16], a coalition game was established to maximize the
sum-rate of underlaid D2D users in mm-wave networks.
Recently, few instantaneous optimization frameworks were
developed considering Nakagami-m fading with shape factor
m for NLoS transmission links [17]–[19] and Rician fading
with shape factor K for LoS transmissions [20]–[22]. For
example, in [17], by considering Nakagami-m fading channel,
a user association and power control scheme was proposed for
D2D underlaid cellular networks and then outage expressions
have been derived. Assuming that the Shannon channel ca-
pacity is not reachable due to practical limitations, under the
finite block-length regime, an ultra-reliable resource allocation
scheme is devised in [18] for UAV-enabled networks wherein
the channel is supposed to be Nakagami-m fading. In [20],
an overlay/underlay mode selection and resource allocation
algorithm was presented for mm-wave D2D networks under
Rician fading channels. A coverage constrained scheduling
scheme for UAV-assisted heterogeneous network (HetNet) was
proposed in [21] under Rician fading channels. In [22], an
energy-efficient power allocation scheme for UAV cognitive
radio networks was proposed with Rician fading channels.
Nevertheless, in the aforementioned research works, the
objective function and constraints are defined for each fading
channel realization (which is assumed to be perfectly known)
and, subsequently, the optimal solutions and resource alloca-
tions are computed per channel realization. The instantaneous
optimization needs to be solved for a large number of channel
realizations (assuming perfect CSI) to extract performance as
a function of fading statistics.
Recently, a handful of research works exist that considered
the outage probability expressions and ergodic rates in the
design of resource allocation algorithms for HetNets [23]–
[27]. For example, in [23], by considering no interference
in an overlay D2D network, a minimum power scheduling
scheme under Rician fading was proposed for full-duplex
relay-assisted D2D communication. In [24], a throughput
maximization problem with outage probability constraints
was considered for UAV relay systems in the presence of
Nakagami-m fading channels. In [25], a matching-game based
subchannel and power allocation algorithm was proposed for a
throughput maximization problem considering Rayleigh-faded
NLoS signal and Rician faded LoS interference. In [26], by
deriving the outage of users under Nakagami-m and Rayleigh
fading channels, deployment cost efficiency was optimized in
mm-wave networks.
B. Motivation and Contributions
We develop a comprehensive framework to characterize and
optimize the performance of a UAV-assisted D2D network
considering Nakagami-fading for NLoS and Rician fading for
LoS transmission. Different from conventional NLoS terres-
trial transmissions, aerial transmissions are highly likely to
experience LoS. As such, characterizing the performance of
mixed aerial-terrestrial networks with accurate fading models
is critical to precise network performance optimization. To
date, many research works rely on Rayleigh fading models
for both the LoS and NLoS channels. While Rayleigh fading
models are mathematically tractable, they are not accurate,
especially for LoS modeling. Nakagami-m and Rician fading
are considered as accurate1 for NLoS and LoS, respectively.
Evidently, statistical characterization of the performance is
even more challenging due to the coexistence of LoS Rician
and NLoS Nakagami-m fading channels in the desired links
and/or interfering links (especially when the desired signal
experiences Rician LoS and the interfering signal experiences
Nakagami-m NLoS or vice versa).
Furthermore, statistical modeling of the average perfor-
mance metrics (such as decoding error probability, outage
probability, and ergodic capacity) and applying them to devise
efficient resource allocation schemes is another challenge.
However, as mentioned earlier, this approach does not require
to compute optimal solutions for each fading channel realiza-
tions (i.e., the optimization problem needs to be solved only
once) and the instantaneous CSI is not needed.
To this end, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We consider a UAV-assisted D2D underlaid cellular net-
work. Each D2D pair either selects direct or UAV-assisted
relay transmission and all D2D transmission channels are
shared with cellular users. Both the aerial and terrestrial
transmissions experience LoS Rician fading or NLoS
Nakagami-m fading depending on a specific criterion.
We characterize the signal-to-interference (SIR) outage
probability and ergodic capacity of cellular user transmis-
sions, D2D transmissions, and UAV relay transmissions,
considering Nakagami-m fading for NLoS and Rician
fading for LoS channels.
• Under the finite block-length quasi-static regime and
considering both LoS and NLoS interference scenarios,
we derive analytic expressions for the frame decoding
1The models can capture a variety of channel conditions and empirical
measurements. For example, m = 1 in Nakagami-m distribution and K =
0 in Rician distribution yield Rayleigh fading which is commonly used in
terrestrial wireless networks.
3error probability of cellular users, which is also referred
to as reliability [28]. We propose tight approximations to
the decoding error probability and demonstrate through
numerical results that the approximate expressions are in
close agreement to the exact values. The derived closed-
form expressions for reliability can guarantee that the
cellular users can always decode their block of (n bit)
data (with a given probability).
• Based on the derived expressions, we formulate a hier-
archical bi-objective optimization problem as a mixed-
integer-nonlinear-program (MINLP) to minimize the
total transmit power (the aggregate transmit power of
UAVs as well as D2D and cellular users) leading to
maximum aggregate throughput of D2D users, subject
to QoS measures (i.e., reliability and ergodic capacity)
of cellular users. The formulated problem allocates the
power of cellular users as well as the power, subchannel
and link-type (direct or relayed) for D2D pairs.
• We model the proposed problem as a bi-partite one-to-
many matching game. In order to solve the problem, first
we calculate the optimal closed form power allocation
of each cellular user and D2D pair on each possible
subchannel. Then, to assign the subchannel and link-type
for D2D pairs, we first obtain the global optimal solution
to the corresponding one-to-one matching game with no
UAV relays, and then we extend the corresponding pro-
cedure to achieve the solution for one-to-many matching
game scheduling scheme.
• Complexity analysis of the proposed algorithm is pro-
vided. Numerical results reveal that by choosing optimum
height for UAVs, the performance measures of the pro-
posed resource management schemes can be enhanced to
a great extent, specially for distant D2D pairs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the system model and assumptions are presented. In Section
III, we characterize the outage probability and channel ca-
pacity for cellular and D2D users. The frame decoding error
probability of cellular users is characterized in Section IV.
Resource allocation problem and solution are presented in
Section V, and finally simulation results and conclusions are
provided in Sections VI and VII, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
A. Network Model
Consider a network consisting M c cellular users and Md
D2D pairs and a set of one or more rotary-wing UAVs2 with
predefined spatial deployment. Let Mc be the set of cellular
users whose minimum QoS requirements must always be
guaranteed, andMd be the set of D2D pairs who use available
cellular resources, as long as minimum QoS requirements of
all cellular users are preserved. D2D pairs with strong channels
may choose direct connection, while those with poor direct
2Rotary-wing UAVs can hover over a certain location to ensure continuous
coverage. Rotor blades in the rotary-wing UAV work exactly in the same
way as a fixed wing, however constant aircraft forward movement is not
needed to produce airflow over the blades. As such, a rotary-wing UAV can be
considered as predeployed by the network operators for network performance
assessment and resource allocation/optimization purposes.
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Fig. 1. Graphical illustration of D2D underlaid cellular network consisting
of terrestrial BS, several cellular users, direct D2D and relayed D2D pairs.
The subchannel allocated to cellular user j is reused by D2D pair i and
corresponding links are shown in green color. The relayed D2D pair i′ reuses
the subchannels allocated to cellular users ju and jd in the uplink and
downlink paths whose links are depicted in red and blue colors, respectively.
channel gain (i.e., those D2D pairs whose transmitters and
receivers are rather far or potentially NLoS) may be served
by the UAV relay. From now on, we will call the former
and latter D2D pairs as direct D2D and relayed D2D pairs,
respectively. It is seen in Fig. 1 that D2D pair i ∈ Md
and i′ ∈ Md have established transmission through direct
and relayed links, respectively. The relayed transmissions use
decode-and-forward (DF) relaying mode.
B. Channel Model
Let i ∈Md be the direct D2D pair reusing the subchannel
of cellular user j ∈Mc. Also, let i′ ∈Md be the relayed D2D
pair reusing the subchannels of the cellular users ju and jd in
the uplink and downlink paths, respectively (see Fig. 1). Let hdi
denotes the (power) channel gain between the transmitter and
receiver of direct D2D pair i ∈Md and hcj denotes the channel
gain between the cellular user j and ground BS. Also, let hdri′
and hrdi′ denote, respectively, the relayed uplink and downlink
channel gains for D2D pair i′. For all relayed D2D pairs, we
consider that the uplink and downlink channels are orthogonal
to each other and may be shared with the subchannels of two
different cellular users.
The interfering channel gain imposed from cellular user j
on the receiver of direct D2D pair i is denoted by ĥci,j , whereas
that imposed from the transmitter of direct D2D pair i to
the receiver of cellular user j (i.e., BS) is denoted by ĥdj,i.
Also, for relayed D2D pair i′, the interference imposed from
cellular user ju on the UAV relay is denoted by ĥcri′,ju and
the interference from the UAV relay to the receiver of cellular
user jd (i.e., BS) is denoted by ĥrcjd,i′ . We model any channel
gain h (whether desired or interfering link) as follows:
h = xE[h] where (1)
4TABLE I
FADING MODELS AND NOTATIONS CONSIDERED FOR DIFFERENT TRANSMISSION CHANNELS
Desired Channel
Fading and Notation
Interference Channel
Fading and Notation
j-th Cellular User Nakagami-m, hcj Nakagami-m/Rician , ĥ
c
i,j
i-th Direct D2D Pair Nakagami-m/Rician, hdi Nakagami-m, ĥ
d
j,i
UAV Relayed
i′-th D2D Pair
Uplink Nakagami-m/Rician, hdr
i′ Nakagami-m/Rician, ĥ
cr
i′,ju
Downlink, Nakagami-m/Rician, hrd
i′ Nakagami-m/Rician, ĥ
rc
jd,i
′
E[h](dB) = −
{
µL + 10βL log10 d, for LoS link,
µN + 10βN log10 d, for NLoS link,
where E[h] is the expected value of h considering the slow
fading coefficients (i.e., path-loss and shadowing), and x is
unit mean random variable reflecting the fast fading coefficient
which might not be exactly estimated. Also, d is the distance
of the link, µL and µN are frequency dependent components
of the path loss, and βL and βN are the path loss exponents
for the LoS and NLoS cases, respectively. We model the LoS
and NLoS fading channels with Rician 3 distribution having
shape factor K and Nakagami-m distribution with shape factor
m, respectively, as follows:
fR(x,K) = (K + 1)e
−K−(K+1)xI0(
√
4K(K + 1)x), (2)
fG(x,m) =
mmxm−1
Γ(m)
e−mx, (3)
where I0(.) and Γ(.) are modified Bessel and gamma functions
respectively. The fading models and notations considered for
different aerial and terrestrial links are listed in Table 1. The
LoS probability for aerial links is given by [30], [31]:
pL(θ) =
1
1 + Cexp(−B[θ − C]) , (4)
where θ is the angle between UAV and ground node, and B
and C are constants related to environment. For transmissions
between ground devices (i.e., transmission between each D2D
transmitter and receiver, and interfering links from a cellular
user to D2D receivers), we consider the 3GPP low altitude
LoS probability model for urban environments as
pL(d) = min
(
d1
d
, 1
)(
1− exp
(
− d
d2
))
+ exp
(
− d
d2
)
,
(5)
where d1 = 18m and d2 = 63m [32].
C. SINR Model for Direct Links
Consider that direct D2D pair i ∈ Md and cellular user
j ∈ Mc are allocated same subchannel. The SINR at the
D2D receiver is expressed as follows:
γdi =
hdi p
d
i
Idi,j + ĥci,jpcj
, (6)
where pdi and p
c
j are the transmit powers of D2D pair i and
cellular user j respectively, ĥci,jp
c
j is the dominant co-channel
3The approximation of Rician fading with Nakagami-m fading is generally
not accurate for LoS channels [29], and thus in this work we have employed
accurate Rician fading model for LoS channels.
intracell interference imposed from cellular user j on D2D
pair i, and Idi,j = I˜di,j + σ2, in which σ2 is the noise power,
and I˜di,j is the interference imposed on D2D pair i from all
sources other than cellular user j (which mainly results from
the co-channel intercell interference due to frequency reuse
in non-adjacent cells/sectors). Similarly, the SINR of cellular
user j is expressed as
γcj =
hcjp
c
j
Icj,i + ĥdj,ipdi
, (7)
where ĥdj,ip
d
i is the dominant co-channel intracell interference
imposed from D2D pair i on cellular user j, and Icj,i =
I˜cj,i+σ2, in which I˜cj,i is the interference imposed on cellular
user j from all sources other than D2D pair i. Note that
the cellular user transmission can be interfered by either (i)
the D2D transmitter in direct D2D relaying or (ii) either
D2D transmitter or UAV relay in the relaying D2D link,
and thus, as seen in Fig. 1 there is only interfering link for
each subchannel at a time. Similarly, the D2D receiver or
UAV relay will receive interference from a given cellular user
transmission. Let k be some (D2D or cellular) user and k′
be its corresponding interfering user (if exists any). This way,
if k ∈ Md, then we have k′ ∈ Mc, and if k ∈ Mc, then
we have k′ ∈ Md. Now, in order to make notations simpler,
we combine the SINRs in (6) (and also any other possible
combinations for the relayed D2D pairs) as follows:
γk =
hkpk
Ik,k′ + ĥk,k′pk′
, (8)
where γk can be the SINR of any of the transmissions with
D2D pair or cellular user, hk is the main channel gain of user k
and ĥk,k′ corresponds to the interfering channel gain imposed
from user k′ to user k, and finally pk and pk′ are transmit
power levels of users k and k′ respectively. For example, if
k = i ∈Md is a direct D2D pair interfering with cellular user
j, we have hk=hdi , and ĥk,k′ = ĥ
c
i,j , and if k = j ∈ Mc is a
cellular user , we have hk=hcj , and ĥk,k′ = ĥ
d
j,i.
D. SINR Model for Relayed Links
The relayed transmissions use DF relaying mode. If D2D
pair i′ ∈Md establishes a relayed link, the end-to-end SINR
is the minimum of the SINR of the uplink and downlink [33],
i.e.,
γd,reli′ = min
{
hdri′ p
dr
i′
Idi′,ju + ĥcri′,jupcju
,
hrdi′ p
rd
i′
Idi′,jd + ĥci′,jdpcjd
}
. (9)
5where ju and jd are the cellular users whose subchannels are
reused by relayed D2D pair i′ in the uplink and downlink paths
respectively, pdri′ is the transmit power of D2D transmitter to
the relay, and prdi′ is the transmit power of relay to the receiver
of D2D pair i′. For brevity, we express all SINRs in the form
of (8), and for some relayed D2D pair k, we rewrite (9) as
γd,relk = min {γku , γkd} , where γku and γkd are the uplink and
downlink SINRs which can be expressed from (8) as γku =
hkupku
Iku,k′u+ĥku,k′upk′u
, γkd =
hkdpkd
Ikd,k′d+ĥkd,k′dpk′d
. For brevity, in the
following sections, the notation i may stand for either direct
or relayed D2D pair.
III. EXPRESSIONS OF OUTAGE PROBABILITY AND
CHANNEL CAPACITY
We characterize the outage probability for cellular transmis-
sions, direct D2D, and relayed D2D transmissions considering
interference limited regime. The expressions will be used to
derive the ergodic capacity and the average frame decoding
error probability of the cellular users.
A. Outage Probability Analysis for a Typical Link
Before deriving the outage probability, we ensure that the
interference-limited assumption is always valid, i.e., we ensure
that the interference in (8) is much higher than noise power,
which leads to the inequality p
k′,k
< pk′ where
p
k′,k
= Ik,k′K˜/E{ĥk,k′}, (10)
in which K˜  1 is a constant. Therefore, the following outage
probability derivations are valid when this inequality holds.
For example, if direct D2D pair i ∈ Md and cellular user
j ∈ Mc share same subchannel, (6) and (10) correspond
to pdi > p
d
i,j
and pcj > p
c
j,i
where pd
i,j
= σ2K˜/E{ĥdj,i}
and pc
j,i
= σ2K˜/E{ĥci,j}. Similarly, for relayed D2D pairs,
if i ∈ Md reuses the subchannel of ju ∈ Mc for the
uplink and that of jd ∈ Mc for the downlink, we must have
pdri > p
dr
i,ju
, pcju > p
cr
ju,i
, prdi > p
rd
i,jd
, and pcjd > p
c
jd,i
where pdr
i,ju
= Iju,iK˜/E{ĥdju,i}, pcrju,i = Ii,juK˜/E{ĥ
cr
i,ju
},
prd
i,jd
= Ijd,iK˜/E{ĥrcjd,i}, and pcjd,i = Ii,jdK˜/E{ĥ
c
i,jd
}. Let y
and x denote respectively the unit mean fading variables of
the main and interfering links k and k′. The outage probability
function denoted by O(α) is expressed as
O(α) = Pr{y < αx} =

OL,L(α), if k LoS, k′ LoS, (11a)
OL,N (α), if k LoS, k′ NLoS, (11b)
ON,L(α), if k NLoS, k′ LoS, (11c)
ON,N (α), if k NLoS, k′ NLoS, (11d)
in which the outage representations of OL,L(α), OL,N (α) ,
ON,L(α), and ON,N (α) are studied later in this section. The
outage probability value of user k is then obtained as
Pr{γk < γ̂k} = Pr{y < ζk,k′ γ̂kx} = O(α)
∣∣
α=ζk,k′ γ̂k
(12)
where γ̂k is target-SINR of user k, and
ζk,k′ = pk′E[ĥk,k′ ]/pkE[hk]. (13)
If the link relating to the main user k and that relating to the
interfering user k′ are both LoS with Rician shape factors
K and K ′, the outage probability expressed in (11a) can
be obtained as follows [34]: where 2F1(·) is the Gauss’s
hypergeometric function. To obtain closed-form expressions
for (11b-11d), we consider the shape factor of Nakagami-m
fading to be integer.
Lemma 1. For the case when the links of users k and k′ are
LoS and NLoS with shape factors K and m respectively, the
outage probability expression in (11b) is obtained as
OL,N (α) = 1− m
me−K
Γ(m) (m+ α(K + 1))
m×
dm−1
dθm−1
[
θm−1
1− θ (e
K − θeKθ)
]
θ=
α(K+1)
m+α(K+1)
. (15)
Proof. See Appendix A
Once OL,N (α) is obtained through (15), ON,L(α) can be
obtained from the following.
Lemma 2. For the case when the links of users k and k′ are
NLoS and LoS with shape factors m and K respectively, the
outage probability expression in (11c) is obtained as follows:
ON,L(α) = 1−OL,N (1/α). (16)
Finally, we derive the outage probability of ON,N (α) as
follows.
Lemma 3. Let the links of users k and k′ both be NLoS with
Nakagami-m shape factors m and m′ respectively. The outage
probability expression in (11d) is obtained as
ON,N (α) = 1− m
′m′
Γ(m′)
m−1∑
k=0
(mα)kΓ(k +m′)
k!(m′ +mα)k+m′
. (17)
Proof. See Appendix B.
1) Outage Probability for Cellular Users: As discussed
before, the desired links between the cellular users and their
serving BS and interfering links from D2D transmitters to the
cellular BS follow Nakagami-m fading channels. However, for
relayed D2D links, the interfering link from UAV to cellular
BS may follow LoS Rician fading, therefore in general,
the outage probability of a cellular user j is obtained as
Oc(α)
∣∣
α=ζj,iγ̂j
where
Oc(α) =
{
ON,L(α), for LoS interference, (18a)
ON,N (α), for NLoS interference.(18b)
2) Outage Probability for Direct D2D Pairs: Suppose some
direct D2D pair i reuses the subchannel of cellular user
j. Depending on the distance between D2D transmitter and
receiver and also the distance between the D2D receiver and
the corresponding interfering cellular user, there exists positive
probability values for LoS and NLoS links for each of the
desired and interfering links. Therefore, the outage in (11) may
have any of the four possible expressions, and thus the outage
6value is obtained by Od,dir(α)
∣∣
α=ζi,j γ̂i
, where Od,dir(α) is
obtained by
Od,dir(α) =

OL,L(α), if i LoS, j LoS, (19a)
OL,N (α), if i LoS, j NLoS, (19b)
ON,L(α), if i NLoS, j LoS, (19c)
ON,N (α), if i NLoS, j NLoS.(19d)
3) Outage Probability for Relayed D2D Pairs: Now con-
sider a relay-assisted D2D link. Depending on the the relative
positions of the UAV, cellular BS, and the transmitter and
receiver of the D2D pair, the desired and interfering signals
in both the uplink and downlink may follow LoS or NLoS
fading. The following lemma can be easily verified.
Lemma 4. Consider the relayed D2D pair i ∈ Md where
UAV receives data from the D2D transmitter on the uplink sub-
channel shared with cellular user ju ∈Mc and relays data to
the corresponding D2D receiver on the downlink subchannel
shared with cellular user jd ∈ Mc. The outage probability
can thus be obtained as Od,rel(αu, αd)
∣∣
αu=ζi,ju γ̂i,αd=ζi,jd γ̂i
where
Od,rel(αu, αd) = 1− (1−O(αu)) (1−O(αd)) , (20)
in which O(αu) and O(αd) correspond to the outage probabil-
ity functions of the uplink and downlink, respectively, obtained
from (11). Also, ζi,ju and ζi,jd are obtained from (13) as
ζi,ju = pjuE[ĥcri,ju ]/p
dr
i E[hdri ], ζi,jd = pjdE[ĥci,jd ]/p
rd
i E[hrdi ].
Depending on the fading in the desired and interfering link
for uplink and downlink, O(ζi,ju γ̂i) and O(ζi,jd γ̂i) in (20)
can follow from any one of (11a), (11b), (11c), or (11d).
B. Expressions of Link Capacity for D2D and cellular users
Based on the expressions obtained for the outage probability
of different links, we can now calculate the channel capacity
for different users. For a given user having the SINR γ,
the (ergodic) channel capacity is obtained according to the
Shannon Theorem as follows:
E[log2(1 + γ)] =
∫ ∞
0
log2(1 + γ)fγ(γ)dγ
=
1
ln 2
∫ ∞
0
1− Fγ(γ)
1 + γ
dγ, (21)
where fγ(γ) and Fγ(γ) are the probability density function
(pdf) and cumulative density function (cdf) of the SINR,
respectively. Therefore, the channel capacity of cellular users
and D2D pairs are obtained as follows:
Rc(ζj,i) = fr (O
c(ζj,iγ)) , (22a)
Rd,dir(ζi,j) = fr
(
Od,dir(ζi,jγ)
)
, (22b)
Rd,rel(ζi,ju , ζi,jd) = fr
(
Od,rel(ζi,juγ, ζi,jdγ)
)
, (22c)
where fr(g(γ)) = 1ln(2)
∫∞
0
1−g(γ)
1+γ dγ, (22a) obtains the chan-
nel capacity of cellular user j sharing subchannel with D2D
pair i, (22b) obtains the channel capacity of direct D2D pair i
reusing the subchannel of cellular user j, and (22c) obtains the
channel capacity of relayed D2D pair i reusing the subchannels
of cellular users ju and jd in the uplink and downlink paths,
respectively.
IV. EXPRESSIONS OF FRAME DECODING ERROR
PROBABILITY
Channel capacity is the largest achievable rate at which
the information can be transmitted regardless of the decoding
error probability, however, due to hardware limitations such as
the modulation and demodulation techniques employed in the
transmitter and receiver, there always exists a gap between the
Shannon capacity and the achievable rate. Consider n to to be
the blocklength and εn to be the corresponding decoding error
probability. The maximum achievable bit-rate per symbol for
quasi-static channels under finite block-length (n < 100) is
tightly approximated by the following equation [18], [35].
R∗(n, εn) ≈ C −
√
V
n
Q−1(εn), (23)
where C = log2(1 + γ) is the channel capacity (in
bits/second/Hz), V = 1 − 1/ (1 + γ)2 is called the chan-
nel dispersion, Q−1 is the inverse of Marcum Q-function
(Q(x) = 1√
2pi
∫∞
x
e−(
u2
2 )du). Assume that the transceiver
modulation-demodulation mechanisms limit the achievable
data rate to some coefficient of the channel capacity, i.e.,
R∗(n, ε) = ξ log2(1 + γ) where ξ < 1 is constant. Then from
(23) we have C(1− ξ) =
√
V
nQ
−1(εn), and by inversing this
equation, we have
εn(γ) = Q
(
(1− ξ)
√
n
V
C
)
= Q
(1− ξ)√ n
1− 1(1+γ)2
log2(1 + γ)
= Q (u(γ)) , (24)
where u(γ) = (1−ξ)
√
n
ln 2
(
1− 1(1+γ)2
)−0.5
ln(1 + γ).
Theorem 1. For cellular user j sharing a subchannel with
D2D pair i and utilizing frames of block-length n, the frame
decoding error probability under quasi-static regime is ob-
tained as
E{εn(γ)} ≈
L−1∑
i=1
(ωi−1 − ωi)H(ζj,i, γi) + ωLH(ζj,i, γL)
∆
= εn(ζj,i), (25)
OL,L(α) = 1−
 (K ′ + 1)e−K−K
′
α(K + 1) + (K ′ + 1)
∞∑
m=0
Km
m!
 ∞∑
n=0
1
n!
( √
K ′(K ′ + 1)
α(K + 1) + (K ′ + 1)
)2n
2F1(−n,−n,m+ 1; αK
2K ′(K ′ + 1)
 ,
(14)
7where L > 1 is the integer approximation factor4, ωi =
0.5/L
γi−γi−1 , γi = ε
−1
n (0.5(1 − i/L)) for 0 ≤ i ≤ L − 1, and
γL = ε
−1
n (∆), in which ∆  0.5/L is an arbitrary small
value constant, and
H(α, γ) =
{
HN (α, γ), for NLoS interference, (26a)
HL(α, γ), for LoS interference, (26b)
where
HN (α, γ)=γ − m
′m′
Γ(m′)
m−1∑
k=0
Γ(k +m′)(mα)kγk+1
(k + 1)!(m′)k+m′
× 2F1
(
k + 1, k +m′, k + 2,−mαγ
m′
)
, (27)
HL(α, γ) =
e−K(mα)mγm+1
Γ(m)
×
∞∑
j=0
j∑
k=0
Γ(k +m)Kj2F1
(
m+ 1,m+ k,m+ 2, −mαγK+1
)
j!k!(K + 1)m(m+ 1)
.
(28)
Proof. See Appendix C.
V. RESOURCE ALLOCATION FOR UAV-ASSISTED D2D
UNDERLAID CELLULAR NETWORK
Based on the performance metrics characterized in the
previous sections, in this section, we formulate and solve
the link-type selection (i.e., direct D2D or relayed D2D),
subchannel and power allocation problem for a UAV-assisted
D2D underlaid cellular network.
A. Problem Formulation
Let µr ∈ {0, 1}Md , where µri = 1 and µri = 0 denote
that i is relayed or direct D2D pair, respectively. Besides, let
ρ ∈ {0, 1}Md×Mc , where ρi,j = 0 and ρi,j = 1 show that
i ∈ Md reuses or does not reuse the subchannel of j ∈ Mc,
respectively. The link-type (direct or relayed), subchannel and
power allocation optimization problem is formally stated as
follows:
(P1) minimize
pd,pdr,prd,pc
∑
i
[
µri (p
dr
i + p
rd
i ) + (1− µri )pdi
]
+
∑
j
pcj
(29)
where pd,pdr,prd,pc belong to the set of all possible solu-
tions of:
maximize
ρ,µr,pd,pdr,prd,pc
∑
i
∑
j
(1− µri )ρi,jRd,dir(ζi,j)+∑
i
∑
ju
∑
jd
µri ρi,juρi,jdR
d,rel(ζi,ju , ζi,jd) (30a)
s.t. ρi,jεn(ζj,i) ≤ pε, ∀i, j, (30b)
Rc(ζj,i) ≥ ρi,jR̂c, ∀i, j, (30c)
µri ∈ {0, 1}, ρi,j ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j, (30d)
(1− µri )
∑
j
ρi,j ≤ 1, ∀i (30e)
4We will show through numerical results that assigning L = 4 which
is equivalent to a 4-level piece-wise linearization of (24), tightly fits the
corresponding exact expression with negligible error.
2(1− µri ) + µri
∑
j
ρi,j = 2, ∀i (30f)∑
i
ρi,j ≤ 1, ∀j, (30g)
(pdi , p
dr
i , p
rd
i , p
c
j) ≤ (pdi , pdri , prdi , pcj), ∀i, j, (30h)
(ρi,jp
d
i
, ρi,jp
dr
i,j
, ρi,jp
rd
i,j
, ρi,jp
c
j,i
) ≤ (pdi , pdri , prdi , pcj),
∀i, j. (30i)
From (30), the objective of the inner problem is to first
maximize the aggregate achievable data rate of all D2D pairs
subject to the power constraints of the all users and QoS
(ergodic rate and reliability) constraints of cellular users. Also,
(30a) calculates the objective to be maximized as the total
channel capacity of all relayed and direct D2D pairs. (30b)
and (30c) guarantee that the average decoding error probability
and channel capacity of each cellular user j are kept below
the maximum allowed error probability pε and beyond the
minimum allowed channel capacity R̂c, respectively. (30c)
can be also viewed as the latency constraint where Tj,i =
n0/R
c(ζj,i) is the latency of cellular user j if its channel
is reused by D2D pair i and n0 is the total amount of data
to be transferred, and similarly, T̂ = n0/R̂ is the maximum
acceptable latency of each cellular user. The constraints (30e),
(30f), and (30g) ensure that inactive direct D2D pairs are
allocated to no subchannel, and each active direct D2D pair
reuses the subchannel of one cellular user, and each active
relayed D2D pair reuses the subchannels of two cellular
users, respectively, and finally (30h) and (30i) guarantee that
the power constraints of all D2D pairs and cellular users
hold. Note that, (30i) guarantees that the interference-limited
assumption always hold.
To solve the considered MINLP problem, our methodology
is as follows:
1) For a given subchannel assignment, we first rewrite P1
as shown in P2 of Section V.B to optimize power
allocations. We then solve the inner problem of P2 to get
closed-form optimal power allocations by reformulating
the power variables in terms of new variable η = pi/pj .
The optimal value of η (denoted by η∗) corresponds to
all optimal points (pi,pj) lying in the line pi = η∗pj
(provided that the feasibility and interference limited
assumptions hold, which is verified in the proof of
Theorem 2).
2) Then, from the space of optimal powers obtained from
the inner problem of P2, we derive a power allocation
solution corresponding to the minimum aggregate trans-
mit power of the UAVs and all D2D and cellular devices,
as in the outer problem of P2.
3) Then, we formulate our problem as one-to-many match-
ing problem which is solved by first obtaining the opti-
mal subchannel and power allocation of the maximum
weighted one-to-one matching problem (assuming no
UAV relays) and then we extend the scheduling scheme to
one-to-many matching problem with UAV relays (Section
V.C).
Our solution approach is different from iterative alternating
optimization methods where a problem is typically split into
several sub-problems and each sub-problem solves only one
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Fig. 2. Illustration of three possible cases of the solution of inner and outer problems. The thick lines show the solution space of the inner problem, and the
small filled circles show the single point corresponding to the solution of the outer problem.
optimization variable given the remaining optimization vari-
ables from the previous iteration.
B. Optimal Power Allocations for D2D and cellular users
In the following, we present the closed-form power allo-
cations for any possible subchannel assignment. Suppose that
D2D pair i ∈ Md reuses the subchannel allocated to cellular
user j ∈ Mc. Let pj ∆= pcj be the transmit power of cellular
user j. Without loss of generality, we assume that i is a direct
D2D pair with transmit power pi
∆
= pdi , however one can easily
verify that the following analysis is also valid for the uplink
of relayed D2D pair i with transmit power pi
∆
= pdri , and
for the downlink of relayed D2D pair i with transmit power
pi
∆
= prdi . The power allocation for D2D pair i and cellular
user j corresponding to (29) and (30) is stated as follows:
(P2) minimize
pi,pj
pi + pj (31)
where pi, pj belong to the set of all possible solutions of:
maximize
pi,pj
Rd,dir(ζi,j) (32a)
s. t. Rc(ζj,i) ≥ R̂c, (32b)
εn(ζj,i) ≤ pε, (32c)
(p
i
, p
j
) ≤ (pi, pj) ≤ (pi, pj), (32d)
where p
i
∆
= p
i,j
and p
j
∆
= p
j,i
are obtained from (10) and
εn(.) is obtained from (25).
Theorem 2. The solution to power allocation sub-problem
given in (31) and (32) is:
(p∗i, p
∗
j) =

(
η∗p
j
, p
j
)
, if p
i
/p
j
≤ η∗,(
p
i
, p
i
/η∗
)
, if p
i
/pj ≤ η∗ < pi/pj ,
∅, if η∗ < p
i
/pj ,
(33)
where η∗ = min {η∗1 , η∗2 , pi/pj} in which η∗1 and η∗2 are
unique solution values of η in the equality constraints
Rc
(
ηE[ĥj,i]/E[hj ]
)
= R̂c and εn
(
ηE[ĥj,i]/E[hj ]
)
= pε,
respectively.
Proof. We first find the solution to the inner optimization sub-
problem (32). By considering η = pi/pj as the optimization
variable, (32) can be rewritten as
maximize
η
Rd,dir (k1/η) , (34a)
s. t. Rc(k2η) ≥ R̂c, (34b)
εn(k2η) ≤ pε, (34c)
p
i
/pj ≤ η ≤ pi/pj , (34d)
where k1 = E[ĥi,j ]/E[hi], and k2 = E[ĥj,i]/E[hj ]. First, we
prove that ε(k2η) in (34c) is an increasing function of η. From
(25) and (39), we have
εn(k2η) =
L−1∑
i=1
(ωi−1 − ωi)H(k2η, γi) + ωLH(k2η, γL)
=
L−1∑
i=1
(ωi−1 − ωi)
∫ γi
0
Oc(k2ηγ)dγ + ωL
∫ γL
0
Oc(k2ηγ)dγ.
Noting that ωi−1 > ωi,∀i, and also by noticing that
Oc(k2ηγ) = Pr{ yx ≤ k2ηγ} is an increasing function of η
(where y and x are fading variables associated with the channel
of cellular user j and the interfering channel from user i), it
is clear that εn(k2η) is an increasing function of η. Hence,
we can equivalently replace constraint (34c) by η ≤ η∗2 . Now
we prove that Rc(k2/η) is also a monotonically increasing
function of η. From (22a) and the definition of fr(.), we have
Rc(k2η) =
1
ln(2)
∫ ∞
0
1−Oc(k2γη)
1 + γ
dγ =
1
ln(2)
∫ ∞
0
1−Oc(γ)
k2η + γ
dγ. (35)
Noting the fact that Oc(γ) ≤ 1, from (35) we conclude that
Rc(k2η) is an decreasing function of η and so, (34b) can be
replaced by η ≤ η∗1 . In a similar way, we could verify that
Rd,dir(k1/η) is an increasing function of η. Thus, we can
rewrite (34) as
maximize
η
Rd,dir (k1/η)
p
i
/pj ≤ η ≤ min {η∗1 , η∗2 , pi/pj}, (36)
and hence we conclude that η∗ = min {η∗1 , η∗2 , pi/pj} is the
unique solution to (34) provided that η∗ ≥ p
i
/pj ; otherwise
the problem is infeasible. Fig. 2 shows that depending on η∗
(where 0 < η∗ ≤ pi/pj), three possible cases may happen.
For case (a) where η∗ < p
i
/pj , there exists no feasible point.
The set of optimal solutions of the inner problem for cases (b)
and (c) are illustrated as the thick lines corresponding to the
intersection of the feasible region (displayed in gray) and the
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Fig. 3. Bipartite graph for the matching problem. Fig. (a) shows the one-to-one matching for Algorithm 1 for the case when no UAV relay is used. Figs (b)
and (c) show the procedure of changing a direct D2D link to a relayed link in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1 : Joint Optimal Power and Subchannel Allocation for
Direct D2D Links
1: Initialize: Set wi,j = 0,∀i ∈Md,∀j ∈Mc;
2: for each i ∈Md do
3: for each j ∈Mc do
4: Obtain pi,j = (p∗i , p
∗
j ) from (33). If pi,j 6= ∅ then
wi,j=R
d,dir
(
ζi,j
∣∣
pi=p
∗
i ,pj=p
∗
j
)
;
5: end for
6: end for
7: Find the optimal scheduling corresponding to maximum
weighted matching of w through Hungarian algorithm.
line pi = η∗pj . Now, referring to problem (31) and constraint
(32d), the optimal power allocation is obtained as (33), which
is shown in black filled circles in the figure.
C. Link-type, Subchannel, and Power Allocation for D2D
Pairs
In order to solve the link-type, subchannel and power
allocation problem stated in (29) and (30), first we consider
the case where no UAV relay is involved and all D2D pairs
can only establish direct links. As seen in Fig. 3-a, consider
a bipartite graph composed of two sets of vertices, namely
D2D pairs and cellular users whose subchannels are going to
be reused by D2D pairs. Each D2D pair can only reuse the
subchannel of one cellular user and each cellular user can share
its subchannel to only one D2D pair, thus the scheduling is a
one-to-one maximum weighted matching problem which can
optimally be solved by Hungarian algorithm. The procedure of
calculating the powers and weights for each link and obtaining
the optimal solution is described in Algorithm 1.
In order to further increase the throughput of D2D links,
we then update Algorithm 1 by replacing direct D2D links
with poor QoS with relayed links. This problem is modeled
as a one-to-many matching game, where each D2D pair may
reuse the subchannel of one cellular user (if it establishes a
direct D2D link) or the subchannels of two cellular users (for
the case of relayed D2D links), but each cellular user still
shares its subchannel to at most one D2D pair. Let i = ρd(j)
denotes a D2D pair i reusing the subchannel of cellular user j,
j = ρc(i) denotes a cellular user j whose subchannel is reused
by D2D pair i in the direct link mode, and (ju, jd) = ρc(i)
denotes cellular users ju and jd whose subchannels are reused
respectively in the uplink and downlink paths of the relayed
link of D2D pair i. The relay-assisted scheduling and power
allocation problem is proposed in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 : Joint Link-Type, Subchannel, and Power Allocations
for problem (P1)
1: Find the best matching for direct D2D links through
Algorithm 1; Md,t ←Md; Mc,t ←Mc;
2: for each i ∈Md,t do
3: for each ju ∈Mc,t, jd ∈Mc,t where jd 6= ju do
4: j = ρc(i); iu = ρd(ju); id = ρd(jd);
5: For pair (i, ju) obtain (p∗dri , p
∗
ju
), and for pair
(i, jd) obtain (p∗rdi , p
∗
jd
) from (33);
6: wi,ju,jd =R
d,rel
ζi,ju
∣∣∣∣∣pi=p∗rdi ,
pj=p
∗
ju
, ζi,jd
∣∣∣∣∣pi=p∗dri ,
pj=p
∗
jd
;
7: (j′u, j
′
d) = argmax
j1,j2∈Mc,t\{ju,jd}
{wiu,j1+ wid,j2
∣∣j1 6=
j2, ρ
d(j1) = ρ
d(j2) = 0} ;
8: Save j′u and j
′
d as candidates that iu and id may
reuse their subchannels to build
new direct links, i.e., jreplacei,ju,jd =
(j′u, j
′
d);
9: ∆wi,ju,jd = wi,ju,jd − wi,j − wiu,ju − wid,jd+
wiu,j′u + wid,j′d ;
10: end for
11: end for
12: (i∗, j∗u, j
∗
d) = argmax
i,ju,jd
{
∆wi,ju,jd
∣∣∆wi,ju,jd > 0};
13: if (i∗, j∗u, j∗d) 6= ∅ then
14: j∗ = ρc(i∗); i∗u = ρ
d(j∗u); i
∗
d = ρ
d(j∗d);
15: (j∗1 , j
∗
2 )← jreplacei∗,j∗u,j∗d ;
16: ρc(i∗)← (j∗u, j∗d); ρc(i∗u)← j∗1 ; ρc(i∗d)← j∗2 ;
17: Md,t ←Md,t/{i∗};Mc,t ←Mc,t/{j∗u, j∗d};
18: Go to step 2;
19: else
20: Scheduling is terminated;
21: end if
As seen in Algorithm 2, first we find the optimal schedul-
ing for direct D2D links establishment through Hungarian
algorithm, and then we form the set of temporary candidates
of relayed D2D pairs as Md,t and cellular users whose
subchannels can be reused by relayed D2D candidates as
Mc,t. In order to see how relayed links are established,
from Fig. 3-b, suppose j, ju, jd ∈ Md,t have initially shared
their subchannels to direct D2D pairs i, iu, id respectively. We
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denote iu = ∅, and id = ∅ for the case when ju or jd have
shared their subchannels to none of D2D links. In Steps 2-13,
we search among all possible allocations of ju, jd ∈ Mc,t to
establish a relayed connection to some i ∈Md,t which results
in the maximum throughput increase ∆wi,ju,jd . In assigning
the subchannels of ju and jd to D2D pair i, as seen in Step 10,
and Fig. 3-c, the terms wi,j , wiu,ju , and wid,jd are deducted
from ∆wi,ju,jd since their corresponding connections are lost,
and instead, the terms wi,ju,jd , wiu,j′u , and wid,j′d are added.
Note that, in order to replace the direct links of iu (if iu 6= ∅)
and id (if id 6= ∅) from ju and jd, to j′u and j′d, as seen
in Step 8, we search through all possible candidates that may
maximize the sum of the weights of direct links wiu,j′u+wid,j′d .
After finding the best candidate (i∗, j∗u, j
∗
d) in Step 14, we set
all required allocations in Steps 16-18, and remove {i∗} and
{j∗u, j∗d} from the candidate sets Md,t and Mc,t, respectively
in Step 19, and then we continue the procedure again until no
allocation can be found that improves ∆w.
As a benchmark for the proposed Algorithm 2, we consider
two versions of low complexity greedy algorithms. In the first
algorithm denoted by Greedy1, we first obtain the optimal
subchannel and power solution through Algorithm 1 and then
D2D pairs sequentially change their direct links to relayed
links (in a greedy manner by selecting uplink and downlink
channels resulting in the highest throughput) provided that the
corresponding user’s throughput is increased by changing its
link-type. In the second version denoted by Greedy2, after
obtaining the optimal solution of Algorithm 1, we first sort
D2D pairs in ascending order according to the achieved direct-
link data rates, aiming at D2D pairs with low data rates to opt
for higher quality relayed links, and then a similar mechanism
as Greedy1 is employed.
D. Complexity Analysis
For one-to-one matching game, described in Algorithm 1,
the standard Hungarian algorithm can be solved with time-
complexity of O((Md)2M c) [36]. Regarding the complexity
of Algorithm 2, in order to make the analysis simpler, we
calculate the worst case for the upper-bound time-complexity.
The steps 5-10 are executed by O(1). More specifically, we
show this for Step 8 (which is potentially of most complexity
among others). After finishing the initialization step and before
starting Step 2, for each i we can create the vector of elements
wsortedi (j) by sorting wi,j for all j such that ρ(j) = 0, and
thus, by doing this for all i, we can create the sorted weight
matrix wsorted with an overall complexity of O(M cMd). This
way, Step 8 can always be executed by O(1); Hence the overall
complexity of each iteration for Steps 2-13 in the worst case
(by ignoring the user removals from Mc,t, i.e., by assuming
|Mc,t| = M c) is O(Md(M c)2). Now, since the procedure is
run again, in Step 20, after the removal of i∗ from Md,t in
Step 19, the complexity is obtained as O((MdM c)2). Thus,
by considering the execution of Hungarian Algorithm in Step
1, the overall upper-bound complexity will be O((MdM c)2)+
O((Md)2M c) = O((MdM c)2). Similar to the discussion
presented above, the complexity of Greedy1 Algorithm is
easily obtained as O((Md)2M c)+O(Md(M c)2). Complexity
of Greedy2 Algorithm is similar to that of Greedy1 added
by the complexity of sorting D2D rates; thus it is found
to be O(Md log(Md)) + O((Md)2M c) + O(Md(M c)2) =
O((Md)2M c) +O(Md(M c)2).
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
Consider a cell where the BS is located at the center
and several cellular and D2D users are randomly located
within the cell. Simulation parameters are listed in Table II.
The network frequency and path-loss parameter values are
considered according to the experimental results given in [37].
In all scenarios, except for Fig. 9 in Section VI-4 (wherein
simulation measures are obtained versus fixed values of D2D
pairs distances), cellular users as well as D2D transmitters and
receivers are randomly located within the cell area. Based on
the positions of the users and UAVs, the probability of LoS re-
lating to main and interference signals of aerial and terrestrial
links are obtained for each user according to (4) and (5) respec-
tively. By default, we consider two UAVs located at (450, 0)
and (−450, 0) with respect to the center, and the height of
UAVs are considered to be 300 m. In order to compensate
for the severe path-loss in mm-wave frequencies, it is needed
to employ beamforming in the antennas of transmitters and
receivers. For each transmitting antenna, we consider that the
beamforming is applied in a way that the maximum directivity
of the antenna is steered toward the desired link. Therefore,
the main receiver receives the desired signal with maximum
directivity gain Amax, and the interfered receiver is subject
to a directivity gain lower than Amax. Let θ be the angle
between a desired link and its corresponding interfering link.
We model the antenna beamforming directivity pattern similar
to the Gaussian-like shape proposed and employed in [38]
and [39] as A(θ) = max
{
Amax exp
(
−0.69N (θ)2
θ23dB
)
, Amin
}
where N (θ) = mod 2pi(θ + pi)− pi, Amax is the maximum
gain (which is radiated toward the main receiver), Amin is a
minimum constant, and θ3dB is the half-power beamwidth (i.e.,
A(θ3dB) = A
max/2). In what follows, simulation parameter
values are taken from Table II, unless explicitly stated oth-
erwise. The results for all following figures are obtained by
Monte-Carlo.
1) Validation of derived expressions: In order to validate
the derived expressions, Fig. 4 depicts the outage probability
expressions of OL,N in (15), and ON,N in (17) for different
values of fading shape factors of m and K. It is seen
that the values obtained through derived expressions (solid
lines), exactly match the values obtained through Monte-Carlo
simulation by generating corresponding Rician and Nakagami-
m random values and taking the average of the outage. Similar
procedure have been used in order to validate the estimated
frame decoding error probability expressions obtained in (26a)
and (26b) as seen in Fig. 5. By considering 4-level piece-wise
linearization (L = 4), it is seen that both derived expressions
of (26a) (first figure) and (26b) (second figure) tightly match
the exact values.
2) Performance versus the height of UAV: Fig. 6 shows
how increasing the height of UAV and also the number of
cellular users influence the performance of the system by
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TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Description Parameter Description
Frequency 28 GHz Noise power 1.1× 10−12 Watts
Average path-loss for NLoS links 72 + 29.2 log10(d) dB (M
c,Md) (18, 10)
Average path-loss for LoS links 61.4 + 20 log10(d) dB Cell area 1600× 1600m2
(pdi , p
dr
i , p
rd
i , p
c
j ) (0.1, 0.1, 1, 0.1) watts R̂
c 8 bps/Hz
(B,C) in (4) [31] (0.1396,11.95) Fading factors (m,K) (2, 12 dB)
UAV height, BS height 250 m, 50 m (Amax, θ3dB) (25 dB, 15◦)
(pε, kn) (10−4, 5)
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Fig. 4. Comparison of outage probability of derived expressions in (15)
(first figure) and (17) (second figure) and their corresponding values
obtained through simulation.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the frame decoding error probability of (26a) (first
figure) and (26b) (second figure) and corresponding exact values obtained
from simulations.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the sum-rate and relayed D2D sum-rate ratio of
D2D pairs versus the height of UAV and number of available cellular
users.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the sum-rate of D2D pairs, and aggregate power
of users versus the decoding error probability (pε), and θ3dB and fading
shaping factor m.
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Fig. 8. Sum-rate of D2D pairs and relayed D2D sum-rate ratio for the
cases when UAV is or is not employed versus number of cellular users
and D2D pairs.
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Fig. 9. Sum-rate of D2D pairs, aggregate power of users and relayed D2D
sum-rate ratio versus the distance between D2D receiver and transmitter,
and number of UAV relays.
using Algorithm 2. We note that an increase in the number
of cellular users provide more pairing options for D2D users
which always leads to an increase in the system throughput.
Also, we note that there is an optimal height (around 250 m)
beyond which the path loss due to high link distance, and
below which the NLoS probability are the dominating factors
of the performance degradation. For example, while it can
be seen that for M c = 16, the relayed D2D sum-rate ratio
(the ratio of the sum-rate of relayed D2D pairs to that of all
D2D pairs) is 0.16 and 0.17 for UAV height of 100 m and
600 m respectively, it is near 0.64 for the height of 250 m
corresponding to the optimal total sum-rate of 280 bps/Hz for
D2D pairs. This figure also shows the significance of UAV
relays compared to terrestrial relays.
3) Performance versus decoding error probability : Fig. 7
shows performance of Algorithm 2 versus maximum accept-
able frame decoding error probability of cellular users (i.e.,
pε) for the half-power angle θ3dB values of 15◦, 25◦, and
35◦ and fading shape factor of m = 1 and m = 2. Firstly,
it is seen how increasing pε of cellular users increases the
sum-rate of D2D pairs for different values of m and θ3dB.
This is because allowing cellular users to tolerate more frame
decoding error probability will permit D2D users to impose
more interference on their underlaid cellular users. Secondly,
it seen how increasing the fading shape factor m (which
corresponds to less fading variance) results in the increase of
D2D sum-rate. The increase is more evident for lower values
of pε since for lower values of pε more stringent power control
is employed for D2D users with severe fading conditions of
m = 1. Finally, increasing the half-power beamwidth results
in decreasing the D2D sum-rate due to more interference
imposed on cellular users.
4) UAV-assisted D2D vs Direct D2D: Fig. 8 illustrates the
sum-rate of D2D users, aggregate transmit power of users,
and relayed D2D sum-rate ratio versus the number of cellular
users and number of D2D pairs computed through Algorithm 1
(with no relays) and Algorithm 2 (with UAV relays). It is
seen how increasing M c and Md and also employing UAV
relays can increase the aggregate throughput of D2D pairs. For
example, for M c = 14 and Md = 8, Algorithm 2 enhances
the D2D aggregate throughput from 154 to 210 bps/Hz which
is about 36% enhancement. Also, increasing Md from 8 to
12, increases the throughput from 154 to 219 with no relay,
and from 210 to 285 with UAV relays.
To illustrate the significance of UAVs on the performance
of D2D pairs with different link distances, we consider a
maximum of 4 UAVs located at (±450, 0) and (0,±450). The
aggregate D2D throughput and relayed D2D sum-rate ratio
versus the number of UAVs and D2D links’ distance is shown
in Fig. 9. We have shown the performance of Algorithm 1
when no UAV exists, Algorithm 2 for 1-4 number of UAVs,
and that of the proposed greedy algorithms when two UAVs
are employed. As can be seen, Algorithm 2 outperforms the
greedy algorithm to a great extent. We can also see that
the increase in D2D link distance will generally reduce the
aggregate throughput of D2D pairs, however, the higher link
distance, the more UAVs assist to the sum-rate of D2D pairs.
For example, it is seen that for the link distance of 200 m,
Algorithm 1 (with no UAV relay) obtains the sum-rate of 182
bps/Hz, while Algorithm 2 with 1 and 2 UAVs obtains the
sum-rate of 214 and 237 bps/Hz which correspond to 17%
and 30% enhancement, respectively. However, for D2D link
distance of 600 m, Algorithm 1 (with no relay) obtains the
sum-rate of 108 bps/Hz, while Algorithm 2 with 1 and 2 UAVs
obtains the sum-rate of 154 and 176 bps/Hz which correspond
to 43% and 63% enhancement respectively. Besides, it is seen
that employing more than two UAVs will not have significant
impact on the performance.
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Fig. 10. Investigating the effect of intercell co-channel interference. Fig. (a)
depicts the network structure, wherein central green cell serves D2D pairs,
and cellular users from surrounding green cells impose co-channel intercell
interference. Fig. (b) illustrates the performance of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm
2 for different number of co-channel interfering cells.
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Fig. 11. Investigating the optimality of Algorithm 2.
5) Exploring the Effect of Intercell Interference: To in-
vestigate the effect of co-channel intercell interference, we
consider a multi-cell cellular network according to Fig. VI-5-
(a), wherein the central cell C0 serves D2D pairs according
to Algorithms 1 and 2, and a subset of surrounding co-
channel interfering cells C1-C6 impose interference due to
frequency reuse. Fig. VI-5-(b) shows the performance versus
different number of co-channel interfering cells, considering
LoS and NLoS intercell interference5. It is observed that for
both algorithms, NLoS intercell interference has little impact
on the performance compared to LoS intercell interference.
This is due to high NLoS path-loss exponent and high distance
of interfering source from non-adjacent co-channel cells.
5By using the terms LoS and NLoS interferences, we mean that the channel
between the interfering transmitter and the desired receiver is LoS and NLoS,
respectively.
6) Optimality of Algorithm 2: Finally, we study the opti-
mality of Algorithm 2 compared to globally optimal solution
obtained by exhaustive search through all possible channel
and link-type options. Fig. 11 illustrates this comparison
versus different total number of users. Note that due to the
exponential complexity of the exhaustive search, we are only
able to present numerical results for small total number of
D2D and cellular users. It is seen that the performance of
our proposed algorithm is near-optimal for the evaluated total
number of cellular and D2D users.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we derived analytical closed form expressions
of outage probability, ergodic capacity, and frame decoding
error probability taking into account Nakagami-m and Rician
fading channel models for terrestrial and aerial transmissions,
respectively. The expressions were employed to devise effi-
cient and ultra-reliable resource (subchannel, power, and link-
type) management of D2D pairs and cellular users. Simulation
results demonstrate the significance of aerial relays compared
to ground relays in increasing the throughput of D2D pairs
especially for distant D2D pairs. The framework can be
extended to optimize the trajectory of UAV relays and a large
scale network with multiple interferers. The characterization
of frame decoding error probability can be extended under
non-finite and non-quasi-static block regimes, and also, the
proposed resource allocation can be extended for multi-hop
UAV relaying in future works.
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Let y and x be unit mean random variables corresponding to
the fading channels of the main LoS link k and the interfering
NLoS link k′ respectively. From (8) we obtain (37) expressed
at the top of next page wherein (a) is derived by expand-
ing the modified Bessel function as I0(x) =
∑∞
k=0
(x/2)2k
(k!)2
([40], Eq. 8.447), (b) and (d) are derived using the equality∫
e−cxxm−1dx = −e−cx Γ(m)cm
∑m−1
k=0
(cx)k
k! , and (c) holds
due to the equality
∫∞
0
e−cxxm−1dx = Γ(m)cm . Letting θ =
α(K+1)
m+α(K+1) results in
OL,N (α) = 1−
mm
Γ(m)e
−K∑∞
j=0
Kj
j!
dm−1
dθm−1
[∑j
k=0 θ
k+m−1
]
(m+ α(K + 1))m
= 1− m
me−K
Γ(m)(m+ α(K + 1))m
dm−1
dθm−1
[
θm−1
1− θ (e
K − θeKθ)
]
.
(37)
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF LEMMA 3
Let y and x be unit mean Gamma distributed random
variables with shape factors m and m′ corresponding to the
desired link k and interfering link k′ respectively. We have
ON,N (α) = Pr{y < αx} =
∫ ∞
0
∫ αx
0
fG(x,m
′)fG(y,m)dydx
=
mmm′m
′
Γ(m)Γ(m′)
∫ ∞
0
xm
′−1e−m
′x
∫ αx
0
ym−1e−mydydx
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OL,N (α) = Pr{y < αx} =
∫ ∞
0
∫ αx
0
fG(x,m)fR(y,K)dydx
=
mm(K + 1)
Γ(m)eK
×
∫ ∞
0
∫ αx
0
xm−1e−mx−(K+1)yI0(
√
4K(K + 1)y)dydx
(a)
=
mm(K + 1)
Γ(m)eK
×
∫ ∞
0
xm−1e−mx
∫ αx
0
e−(K+1)y
∞∑
j=0
(K(K + 1))jyj
(j!)2
dydx
=
mm(K + 1)
Γ(m)eK
×
∞∑
j=0
(K(K + 1))j
(j!)2
∫ ∞
0
xm−1e−mx
∫ αx
0
e−(K+1)yyjdydx
(b)
=
mm(K + 1)
Γ(m)eK
∞∑
j=0
(K(K + 1))j
(j!)2
×
∫ ∞
0
xm−1e−mx
[
− e
−(K+1)yj!
(K + 1)j+1
j∑
k=0
((K + 1)y)k
k!
]αx
0
dx
(c)
=
mm
Γ(m)eK
∞∑
j=0
(K)j
j!
×
(
Γ(m)
mm
−
j∑
k=0
(α(K + 1))k
k!
∫ ∞
0
e−x(m+α(K+1))xk+m−1dx
)
(d)
= 1− m
me−K
Γ(m)
∞∑
j=0
Kj
j!
j∑
k=0
(α(K + 1))kΓ(k +m)
k!(m+ α(K + 1))k+m
= 1−
mm
Γ(m)e
−K
(m+ α(K + 1))m
∞∑
j=0
Kj
j!
j∑
k=0
(
α(K + 1)
m+ α(K + 1)
)k
Γ(k +m)
k!
(a)
= 1− m
′m′
Γ(m′)
∫ ∞
0
xm
′−1e−x(m
′+mα)
m−1∑
k=0
(mαx)k
k!
dx
(b)
= 1− m
′m′
Γ(m′)
m−1∑
k=0
(mα)kΓ(k +m′)
k!(m′ +mα)k+m′
,
where (a) and (b) are derived using the equalities∫
e−cxxm−1dx = −e−cx Γ(m)cm
∑m−1
k=0
(cx)k
k! and∫∞
0
e−cxxm−1dx = Γ(m)cm , respectively.
APPENDIX C: PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We can verify that u(γ) is monotonically increasing and
hence Q(u(γ)) is a monotonically decreasing function of
γ. We can also show that lim
γ→0
εn(γ) = Q(0) = 0.5, and
lim
γ→∞εn(γ) = 0. Fig. 12 shows a 2-level piece-wise linear
approximation of (24). To achieve a better approximation, we
can extend that to L-level piece-wise linear approximation,
and estimate εn(γ) as:
εn(γ) ≈
{
−ωiγ + ωiγi + 0.5(1− iL ), if γi−1 ≤ γ < γi,
0, if γ ≥ γL,
where ωi = (εn(γi−1)−εn(γi))/(γi−γi−1) = 0.5/Lγi−γi−1 , γi =
ε−1(0.5(1 − i/L)) for 0 ≤ i ≤ L − 1, and γL = ε−1n (∆), in
which ∆ 0.5/L is a small value constant.
The average decoding error probability is then obtained as
follows:
εn = E{εn(γ)} =
∫ ∞
0
fγ(γ)εn(γ)dγ = K0 +
L∑
i=1
ωi
∫ γi
γi−1
Fγ(γ)dγ
= K0 +
L−1∑
i=1
(ωi−1 − ωi)H(ζj,i, γi) + ωLH(ζj,i, γL), (38)
where
H(α, γ) =
∫ γ
0
Fγ(γ)dγ =
∫ γ
0
Oc(αγ)dγ, (39)
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Fig. 12. Two-level piece-wise approximation of εn.
and K0 is obtained as follows:
K0 =
L∑
i=1
−ωi (γiF (γi)− γi−1F (γi−1))
+ (ωiγi + 0.5(1− i/L)) (F (γi)− F (γi−1))
(a)
=
L∑
i=1
0.5
L
F (γi−1) + 0.5(1− i/L)(F (γi)− F (γi−1))
= 0.5
L∑
i=1
F (γi) (1− i/L)− F (γi−1) (1− (i− 1)/L)
= 0.5 (F (γ0) + F (γL)(1− L/L)) = 0,
where (a) follows from ωi =
0.5/L
γi−γi−1 . For the NLoS interfer-
ence, from (39), (17), and (18b) we calculate H(α, γ) for the
cellular user as follows:
HN (α, γ) =
∫ γ
0
Oc(αγ)dγ =
∫ γ
0
ON,N (αγ)dγ
= γ − m
′m′
Γ(m′)
m−1∑
k=0
∫ γ
0
(mαγ)kΓ(k +m′)
k!(m′ +mαγ)k+m′
dγ
= γ − m
′m′
Γ(m′)
m−1∑
k=0
Γ(k +m′)(mα)kγk+1
(k + 1)!(m′)k+m′
15
× 2F1
(
k + 1, k +m′, k + 2,−mαγ
m′
)
. (40)
Similarly, for the LoS interference scenario, by using from
(39), (16) and (18a) we have
HL(α, γ) =
∫ γ
0
Oc(αγ)dγ =
∫ γ
0
ON,L(αγ)dγ
=
∫ γ
0
(1−OL,N (1/αγ)) dγ
=
1
Γ(m)
e−K
∞∑
j=0
Kj
j!
j∑
k=0
Γ(k +m)(K + 1)k
k!
×
∫ γ
0
(mαγ)m
(K + 1 +mαγ)
k+m
dγ
=
e−K(mα)mγm+1
Γ(m)(K + 1)m(m+ 1)
∞∑
j=0
Kj
j!
j∑
k=0
Γ(k +m)
k!
× 2F1
(
m+ 1,m+ k,m+ 2,− mαγ
K + 1
)
.
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